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A FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS OF 2012 U.S.
PRESIDENTIAL PRIMARY DEBATES
Mark Glantz, William L. Benoit, and David Airne
This study examines the Republican primary debates from the 2012 U.S. presidential campaign. With a
weak economy, numerous Republicans vied to challenge President Barack Obama who was completing his first
term in office. Of course, former Massachusetts Governor Mitt Romney eventually seized the Republican
nomination. This investigation employs content analysis and applies Functional Theory to the primary
campaign debate messages. Acclaims were more common than attacks, which in turn occurred more frequently
than defenses; and policy was discussed more often than character. Findings from the 2012 debates are compared
with results fiom analysis of presidential primary debates in earlier campaigns.

Key Words: primary campaign, presidential primary debates, 2012 Republican primary candidates. Functional Theory

The president of the United States is the most powerful politician in the world. Therefore,
the process of choosing a president is important both to the U.S. and the world. Since at least
the 1870s, only candidates of the Democratic and Republican Pcirties have been elected
president. This situation confers great importance on the primary race for a major-party
nomination. In 2012, President Barack Obama's nomination as the Democratic candidate
was not contested, so only the Republican Party had a primary campaign. (Of course,
Obama used the primary period to campaign for himself and against the Republicans
generally.) The economy was seen by many as relatively weak in 2011, leading many
Republican politicians to seek their party's nomination. As President Obama appeared
vulnerable, many candidates vied for the chance to challenge the incumbent Democratic
president. These candidates and their messages clearly deserve scholarly attention.
Since 1948, when Thomas E. Dewey and Harold Stassen participated in a debate on radio
during the Oregon Republican primary campaign, presidential primary debates have been
employed to help U.S. voters make a choice about who should be their party's nominee. In
recent years, primary debates have been more numerous than debates in the general election
campaign. In 2004 (the most recent campaign v^dth a contested primary in only one political
party), for instance, the campaign featured 21 primary, 3 presidential, and 1 vice presidential
debates (Benoit et al., 2007). In 2008, 20 Democratic and 16 Republican primary debates
were held (Benoit, Henson, & Sudbrock, 2011). Various studies have found that voters can
be influenced by presidential primary debates (Benoit, McKinney, & Stephenson, 2002;
Benoit & Stephenson, 2004; Lanoue & Schrott, 1989; Lemert, Elliot, Nestfold, & Rarick,
1983; Pfau, 1984, 1987, 1988; Wall, Golden, & James, 1988; Yawn, Ellsworth, Beatty, &
Kahn, 1998). Meta-analysis has also established that watching televised presidential primary
debates can increase issue knowledge, affect perceptions of candidate character, and change
vote choice (Benoit, Hansen, & Verser, 2003); and these effects are even larger in primary
than general debates, probably because voters have less knowledge, fewer candidate character perceptions, and weaker commitment to vote choice early in the campaign. Although
the average viewership for primary debates is far less than that of general election debates,
Mark Glantz, Department of Communication and Media Studies, St. Norbert College; William L. Benoit, School of Communication Studies, Ohio University; David Aime, Department of Communication Studies, University of Montana. A version of this
paper was presented at the Midwest Political Science Association, April 2013. Correspondence concerning this article should be
addressed to William L. Benoit, School of Communication Studies, Ohio University, Lasher HaU, Athens, Ohio, 45701. Email:
benoitw@ohio.edu
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many voters do watch primary debates. For example, in 2008, 24 of the Democratic and
Republican primary debates attracted a total of 90 million viewers (Kurtz, 2008; Memmott
& Camia, 2007; Page, 2008). Balz (2012) argued that the Republican primary debates of 2012
made a difference: The debates "shaped the campaign and the fortunes of many of the
candidates. Think Rick Perry" (para.l). There is no question that presidential primary
debates merit scholarly attention.
LITERATURE REVIEW

Relatively few studies have used content analysis to examine U.S. presidential primary
debates (for other kinds of research on this message form, see Berquist, 1960; Best &
Hubbard, 2000; Blankenship, Fine, & Davis, 1983; Hellweg & Phillips, 1981; Kane, 1987;
Ray, 1961; Stelzner, 1971). A stiidy of U.S. presidential primary debates from 1948-2000
employing Functional Theory offers several insights into the content of these messages
(Benoit, Pier, et al., 2002). Acclaims were the most common function of these primary
debates (63%), followed by attacks (32%) and defenses (4%). When candidates did attack in
primary debates, they were more likely to attack members of their own political party (47%)
than candidates in the opposing party (30%) or to attack the status quo (criticisms that include
members of both major political parties, 24%). The candidates in primary debates discussed
policy (63%) more frequently than character (37%). More of these policy utterances concerned general goals (40%) or past deeds (37%) than future plans (24%). When candidates
discussed character in primary debates, they discussed ideals (45%) and personal qualities
(36%) more than leadership ability (19%). Benoit et al. (2007) reported similar patterns in the
2004 Democratic primary debates where candidates employed acclaims (63%) more than
attacks (32%) or defenses (4%). About three fourths of their statements concerned policy (and
the remainder character). One contrasting finding was that these Democratic candidates
were more likely to direct attacks toward Republican President Bush (65%) than to one
another (21%) or the establishment generally (15%). Also, Benoit et al. (2011) analyzed
presidential primary debates in the 2008 election. Acclaims were again the most common
function (68%), followed by attacks (26%) and defenses (6%). These candidates discussed
policy more than character (70% to 30%). We extend this line of analysis in the current study,
employing Functional Theory to analyze primary debates from Republicans in the 2012 U.S.
presidential campaign.
FUNCTIONAL THEORY

The Functional Theory of Political Campaign Discourse was developed by Benoit and his
associates through a series of studies (see, e.g., Benoit, 1999, 2007; Benoit, Blaney, & Pier,
1998; Benoit & Brazeal, 2002; Benoit & Harthcock, 1999; Benoit, Pier et al., 2002, Benoit,
Stein et al., 2007). Functional Theory posits that citizens vote for the candidate who appears
preferable on the criteria that are considered most important to each voter (Benoit, 2007).
Candidates can demonstrate their desirability in three ways. First, the candidate can engage
in acclaiming or self-praise. The greater the benefits or advantages of one candidate, the
more likely that person will appear preferable to voters, compared with opponents. Second,
candidates can attack or criticize opponents; and as voters become aware of more costs or
disadvantages of opponents, those competitors should appear less desirable to voters (of
course, it is possible that the source of these attacks can experience a backlash from voters
who dislike mudslinging). Finally, candidates who have been the target of attack can defend
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against (refute) those attacks. The fewer and smaller the costs or disadvantages, the more
likely that a candidate will appear preferable to opponents. These three options can be seen
as roughly similar to cost-benefit analysis, providing information that can help persuade the
voter to prefer one candidate over others (yet we do not claim that voters systematically
quantify the impact of acclaims, attacks, or defenses or perform mathematical calculations to
decide their vote choice; acclaims may increase one's benefits, attacks are capable of
increasing an opponent's costs, and defenses may reduce one's costs). For example, research
on German presidential debates has confirmed that viewers react differently to acclaims and
attacks (Reinemann & Maurer, 2005). However, it is important to keep in mind that all voters
do not react in the same way to a given utterance. For example, Jarman (2005) found that
those who watched the second general election presidential debate in 2004 evaluated the
comments from the candidate representing their own party more favorably than viewers
who affiliate with the opposing party.
The three functions (acclaims, attacks, and defenses) can be employed on two topics,
policy (issues) or character (personality). Policy utterances address governmental action or
problems that are amenable to governmental action (past deeds, future plans, general goals).
Gharacter comments are about the candidates as individuals (personality, leadership experience, and values). Of course, the relative importance of these two general topics of
discourse can vary from one voter to another. Functional theory also subdivides the two
topics into three forms of policy and three forms of character. The Appendix provides
illustrations of acclaims and attacks on the three forms of policy and three forms of character.
Functional Theory (Benoit, 2007) expects that acclaims will occur more often than attacks.
Acclaims have no drawbacks, but as many voters report that they dislike mudslinging
(Merritt, 1984; Stewart, 1975), there is some incentive for candidates to moderate their
attacks. Defenses are expected to be rare for three reasons: Most attacks occur where a
candidate is weak, so responding to an attack will usually take the candidate off-message; one
must identify an attack to refute it and that identification may inform or remind voters of a
potential weakness; and attacks may create the undesirable impression that the candidate is
reactive rather than proactive. Based on previous research (Benoit, 2007; Benoit et al., 2011)
and the assumptions of Functional Theory, we posit the following hypothesis:
HI; U.S. presidential primary debate utterances in the 2012 election vwU use more acclaims than attacks and
more attacks than defenses.

Functional Theory also assumes that the target of attack matters in a presidential primary.
Does Romney, for example, attack Obama or Gingrich? To address this concern, we pose
this research question:
RQl: What are the targets of attack in the 2012 Republican presidential primary debates?

Research on previous presidential primary debates has found that policy is more common
than character (Benoit, 2007). Public opinion polls for presidential elections in the United
States revecJ that most voters say that policy is a more important influence on their vote than
character (Benoit, 2003). Because candidates have incentive to adapt to voter desires.
Functional Theory predicts that policy will receive a heavier emphasis than character:
H2: U.S. presidential primary debate utterances in the 2012 election will discuss policy more than character.
This prediction is also consistent with past research on primary debates (Benoit, 2007; Benoit
étal., 2011).
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We also investigate the distribution of the three forms of policy and three forms of
character in these debates with the following questions:
RQ2: What is the relative emphasis on the three forms of policy in the 2012 U.S. presidential primary
debates?
RQ3: What is the relative emphasis on the three forms of character in the 2012 U.S. presidential primary
debates?

Finally, Functional Theory predicts that candidates will be more likely to use general goals
and ideals as the basis for acclaims rather than attacks (Benoit, 2007; Benoit et al., 2011).
Some ends are generally not susceptible to attack. For example, how does one oppose a goal
such as creating jobs or making America secure? Our last hypotheses predict that:
H3: General goals will be employed more frequendy as the basis for acclaims than for attacks in the 2012 U.S.
presidential primary debates.
H4: Ideals will be employed more frequendy as the basis for acclaims than for attacks in the 2012 U.S.
presidential primary debates.

These hypotheses and research questions guide our analysis of primary debates from the
2012 Republican presidential campaign.
METHOD
Sample

The Republican presidential primary debates started more than a year before the RepubUcan nomination was secured, with the first primary clash occurring in June of 2011. This
study reports content analysis of the 19 Republican presidential primary debates from the
2012 campaign for which full transcripts cotild be located on the internet at the time of the
study. The candidates who participated in at least one of these debates were Michèle
Bachmann, Herman Cain, Newt Gingrich, Jon Huntsman, Gary Johnson, Ron Paul, Tim
Pawlenty, Rick Perry, Mitt Romney (who won the Republican nomination), and Rick
Santorum. Table 1 lists the debates included in this sample and who participated in each one.
Coding Procedures

The content analysis employed here, following previous research using the Functional
approach, consisted of four steps. First, the texts of debates were unitized into themes, or
utterances that address a coherent idea (only candidate remarks were coded, although
questions were part of the context unit used to interpret the candidates' utterances). A theme
is the smallest unit of discourse that is capable of expressing a complete idea. This is
consistent with Berelson (1952), who indicated that a theme is "an assertion about a subject"
(p. 18). Similarly, Holsti (1969) defined a theme as "a single assertion about some subject" (p.
116). Themes vary in length from a short phrase to several sentences: The textual excerpt
must focus on a single idea (a single function and a single topic) to qualify as a theme. For
example, in the Orlando debate of September 22, 2011, Rick Perry declared that "What we
have done in the state of Texas over the course of the last decade is to lower the tax burden
on the small businessmen and women, have a regulatory climate that is fair and predictable,
and sweeping tort reform." This statement would be unitized into three themes (all acclaims,
all on past deeds) on tax reduction, regulatory reform, and tort reform.
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TABLE 1.

PARTICIPATION IN 2012

REPUBLICAN PRESIDENTIAL PRIMARY DEBATES

Bachmann Cain Gingrich Huntsman Johnson Paul Pawlenty Perry Romney Santorum
Manchester NH
(6/13)
Ames IA (8/11)
Simi Valley CA
(9/7)
Tampa EL
(9/12)
Orlando EL
(9/22)
Hanover NH
(10/12)
Las Vegas NV
(10/18)
Rochester MI
(11/9)
Spartanburg SC
(11/12)
Washington DC
(11/22)
Des Moines IA
(12/10)
Siotix City IA
(12/15)
Manchester NH
(1/7)
Concord NH
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19

19

[i/ti)
Myrtle Beach SC
(1/16)
Charleston SC
(1/19)
Tampa EL
7no\
(1/23J
Jacksonville EL
(1/26)
Mesa AZ
(2/22)
Total

X

/I

13

10

19

11

1

19

1

14

Second, each theme's function was classified using the follov^ang rules:
• Acclaims portray the candidate speaking favorably.
• Attacks portray opponents unfavorably.
• Defenses respond to a prior attack on the candidate who is speaking.

Almost all utterances in the texts of the debates in our sample served one of these functions;
the very few other (non-functional) utterances that occurred were not analyzed.
Third, the topic of each theme was classified according to these rules:
• Policy remarks concern governmental action and problems amenable to such action.
• Character remarks address properties, abilities, or attributes of the candidates.

Because defenses occur infrequently they were not coded by topic (policy or character).
Finally, policy themes were coded into one of the three forms of policy while character
themes were categorized as one of the three forms of character. The Appendix provides
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TABLE 2.

FUNCTIONS OF 2012 PRESIDENTIAL PRIMARY DEBATES

2012
1948-2008

Acclaims

Attacks

Defenses

3527 (67%)
26853 (65%)

1565 (30%)
12603 (30%)

141 (3%)
2058 (5%)

Note. 1948-2008 data from Benoit (2007) and Benoit, Henson, & Sudbrock (2011).

examples of acclaims and attacks on the three forms of policy and of character, taken from
a 2012 presidential primary debate.
We employed Cohen's (1960) K for calculating inter-coder rehability because this statistic
controls for agreement by chance. Reliability was calculated on about 10% of the texts. The
KS were .94 and .91 for functions (three coders), .89 and .86 for topics, .86 and .91for forms
of pohcy, .83 and .89 for forms of character, and .96 for target of attack (two coders). Landis
and Koch (1977) indicate that these levels of agreement are acceptable: KS of .81 and above
reflect "almost perfect" agreement (p. 165).
RESULTS

This section presents the results of the content analysis of texts of the 2012 presidential
primary debates. Our first hypothesis concerns the functions of the Republican presidential
primary debates. As Table 2 indicates, these debates were mostly positive: 67% acclaims,
30% attacks, and 3% defenses (a goodness of fit test reveals this distribution is significant: )f
[df= 2] = 3314.01, j& < .0001). For example, Michèle Bachmann explained that, "I think you
earned every dollar. You should get to keep every dollar that you eam. That's your money;
that's not the government's money" (Orlando, 9/22/11). Particularly given a conservative
Republican audience for the debate, this statement clearly illustrates an acclaim. Mitt
Romney declared that "President Obama had done everything wrong" on small businesses
(Orlando, 9/22/11). This is vnthout question a criticism of the incumbent president (an
attack). Rick Perry was attacked for being soft on immigration. He responded that "there is
nobody on this stage who has spent more time working on border security than I have"
(Orlando, 9/22/11), an example of a defense. Although the 2012 Republican primary
debates have only slightly more acclaims and fewer defenses than debates from earher
campaigns, 1948-2008, these differences are still statistically significant because of the large
sample size ( / [df= 2] = 56.17, p< .0001, V= .03).
The first research question investigated the target of attack in these debates. Democratic
President Barack Obama was the target of most attacks at 43% (see Table 3). Other
Repubhcans were the focus of 37% of the attacks with 20% directed at the status quo (laments
about problems which did not identify either party for blame). Among the Republican
candidates, Romney (87) and Gingrich (86) received the most attacks. Pawlenty, Johnson,
Cain, and Bachmann all received fewer than 10 attacks in these debates.
Hypothesis two predicted that these candidates would discuss policy more than character.
This expectation was confirmed with 67% policy and 33% character discussion (a goodness
of fit test indicates that this distiibution is significant: / [df = l] = 564.22, p < .0001).
Herman Cain discussed policy (foreign policy) when he asserted that "We vnll stand solidly
behind Israel" (Orlando, 9/22/11). Jon Huntsman touted his leadership ability, an element
of character, when he noted that he was ''the only one on stage with any hands-on foreign
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TABLE 4.
TOPICS OF 2012 PRESIDENTIAL PRIMARY DEBATES

2012
1948-2008

Policy

Character

3394 (67%)
27612(70%)

1698 (33%)
11749(30%)

Note. 1948-2008 data from Benoit (2007) and Benoit, Henson, & Sudbrock (2011).

policy experience, having . . . lived overseas four different times" (Orlando, 9/22/11). These
debates discussed policy slighdy less, and character a bit more, than previous debates, yet
this difference is significant because of the sample size (;^ \df= 1] = 26.14, p < .0001, <p =
.02). These data are presented in Table 4.
Our second research question asked about the relative emphasis of the three forms of
policy. Candidates used general goals (47%) and past deeds (45%) at about the same rate,
both more often than future plans (8%). These differences are significant (goodness of fit test:
) ^ [df= 2] = 993.52. p < .0001). The forms of policy here occurred in the same order as in
previous debates (see Table 5), although the emphases did vary [x^ [df= 2] = 174.68. p <
.0001, F = .08). In 2012, there was greater discussion of past deeds and less use of future
plans and general goals.
The third research question concerned the three forms of character in the 2012 Republican primary debates. Personal qualities were the most common form of character (55%),
followed by leadership ability (25%) and ideals (20%). This distribution was different from
what would be expected by chance [x^ [df= 2] = 374.55. p < .0001). In 2012, personal
qualities and leadership ability were more common than in previous debates, whereas ideals
were less common ( / [df= 2] = 73.85. p < .0001, V= .07) . See Table 6 for these data.
The last two hypotheses concerned the use of one form of policy (general goals) and one
form of character (ideals) as the basis for acclaims and attacks. Both hypotheses were
confirmed. General goals were used more frequendy to acclaim than attack (90%, 10%; a
goodness of fit test confirms that this distribution is significant: x^ [df= 1] = 1029.5, p <
.0001). These data are found in Table 5. Ideals were more often the basis for acclaims than
attacks (95%, 5%; a goodness of fit test indicates that this distribution is significant: x^ [df=
1] = 218.92, p < .0001). These data are presented in Table 6.
DISCUSSION

Acclaims were more common than attacks and defenses were the least common function
in the 2012 Republican presidential primary debates. As Functional Theory (Benoit, 2007)
TABLE 5.
FORMS OF POLICY IN 2012

Past Deeds
Acclaims
2012
1948-2008

537

Attacks

1007
1544 (45%)
2876
6654
9530 (35%)

PRESIDENTIAL PRIÍ/IARV DEBATES

Future Plans

General Goals

Acclaims

Attacks

252

14
266 (8%)

2329
1002
3331 (12%)

Acclaims

Attacks

1431
153
1584 (47%)
13436
1315
14751 (53%)

Note. 1948-2008 data from Benoit et al., 1998, 2002, 2007 and Benoit, Henson, & Sudbrock (2011).
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TABLE 6.

FORMS OF CHARACTER IN 2012

Personal Qualities
Acclaims
2012
1948-2008

682

Attacks

256
938 (55%)
3375
2562
5937(50%)

PRESIDENTIAL PRIMARY DEBATES

Leadership Ability
Acclaims
323

Attacks

104
427 (25%)
1764
653
2417(20%)

Ideals
Acclaims

Attacks

302

31
333 (20%)
3068
412
3480(29%)

Note. 1948-2008 data from Benoit et al., 1998, 2002, 2007 and Benoit, Henson, & Sudbrock (2011).

explains, acclaims have no drawbacks, attacks can produce some backlash from voters who
dislike mudslinging, and defenses have multiple drawbacks (they may inform or remind
voters of a potential weakness, they may create the impression that the candidate is reactive
rather than proactive, and they often take a candidate off message). This relationship has
held true in previous primary debates and continues in these 2012 debates. If voters believe
political campaigns are mostly negative, that impression may have been fostered by news
coverage which reports on attacks much more often than they occur in presidential primary
debates (Benoit, Hansen, & Stein, 2004).
The target of most attacks was the Democratic incumbent. President Barack Obama. As
mentioned earlier, the economy was seen as weak and the Republican contenders fought to
contest the general election against Obama's perceived poor performance. Among the
Republican candidates. Mitt Romney and Newt Gingrich received the most attacks. This is
due to a confluence of two factors: Romney and Gingrich were among the four candidates
who participated in all 19 primary debates we analyzed, so there were more opportunities to
attack these two than other candidates, such as Pawlenty or Johnson. Also, Romney and
Gingrich were among the leaders in the polls, so other candidates had more to gain from
criticizing them than, say, Michelle Bachmann. Of course, some attacks are motivated by
genuine differences or dislike, but these two factors play an important role in target of attack
(see Benoit et al., 2002).
The 2012 Republican candidates discussed poUcy more frequendy than character in their
primary debate statements. This finding is consistent with past research and also with the fact
that in the last 30 years more U.S. citizens have reported that policy is a more important
determinant for their vote for president than identify candidate character (Benoit, 2003).
Although time restrictions do limit how much depth candidates can offer as they discuss
policy in a campaign debate—and it is possible that some candidates may avoid specificity
because of concerns that too many policy details may provoke more attacks-the candidates
in these debates clearly did not spend most of their time dwelling on candidate personality
or character. The emphasis on policy over character is consistent with primary debates from
earher campaigns. Questions asked of the candidates in debates obviously exert some
influence on the candidate statements (e.g., if asked repeatedly about character, the candidates have little choice but to devote time to that topic), but the participants in these
encounters at times discuss topics not raised in the questions.
These data on the Repubhcan 2012 primary debates confirmed that certain types of
utterances-general goals and ideals-lend themselves more easily to one function (acclaims).
Many goals and values, such as national security, employment, a strong economy, freedom,
or equal opportunities, are much easier to acclaim (agree with) than to attack (reject).
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CONCLUSION

These findings add to our understanding of U.S. presidential primary campaigns and
debates. In 2012, only the Republican nomination was contested and campaign debates were
an important medium for this contest. As in earlier elections, the candidates relied most
heavily on acclaims, then attacks, and thirdly on defenses. Attacks targeted the incumbent
president from the other political parfy, followed by Mitt Romney and Newt Gingrich. These
debates stiessed policy more than character, £uid general goals and past deeds were used
more than future plans. When discussing character, candidates addressed personal qualities
most, followed by leadership abilify and then ideals. When they discussed both general goals
and ideals, candidates were prone to acclaim more than to attack. This study adds to our
overall understanding of the nature of presidential primary debates.
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APPENDIX:
EXAMPLES OF ACCLAIMS AND ATTACKS ON FORMS OF POUCY AND CHARACTER

Policy
Past Deeds
Acclaim
Attack
Future Plans
Acclaim
Attack
General Goals
Acclaim
Attack

"We created a flat tax in the state of Utah." (Huntsman)
"We got a president who got a decrease in the credit rating of our nation."
(Romney)
"I support a personal retirement account option in order to phase out the current
system." (Cain)
"The CBO, the Congressional Budget Office has said that Obamacare will kill
800,000 jobs." (Bachmann)
"For legal immigration to work, we have to secure the border." (Romney)
"We should not be offering to people-particularly those who broke the law to
come here or overstayecl their visa—we should not be offering govemment
benefits." (Santorum)
Character

Personal Qualities
Acclaim
Attack
Leadership Ability
Acclaim
Attack
Ideals
Acclaim
Attack

"I think we need a president who's optimistic." (Santorum)
Congresswoman Bachmann has "a record of misstating and making false
statements." (Pawlenty)
"I have a 'record of leadership in Minnesota'." (Pawlenty)
"There has been zero leadersfiip in Washington." (Huntsman)
"I am a conservative." (Huntsman)
"I don't see that it's the role of a president to go into states and interfere with
their state laws." (Bachmann)
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